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1. **[Algonquin Park]**

   The Taylor Statten Camps, Algonquin Park, Ontario, Canada. Camp Ahmek For Boys, Camp Wapomeo For Girls. Toronto. Published by Talor Statten Camps. [ca.1942]. Oblong. 19x24cm, 80p., map, richly illustrated with photographs, lists of campers, parents, mustard wraps, a bit soiled, internally fine

   |

   Contains loosely 3 Taylor Statten Camps Postcards, a camp brochure, list of campers parents from 1942, two blank registration forms, and a Taylor Statten Camp memo sheet.  

   100.00
2. ANDERSON, W.P.

Place-Names on Anticosti Island, Que. Reprinted from the 17th Report of Geographic Board. Ottawa. King’s Printer. 1922. 24.5cm, 15p., rear folding colour maps, blue printed wraps, very good 50.00
3. ANONYMOUS

Canadian Historic Sites. No. 1 through No. 25. Occasional Papers in Archaeology and History. Ottawa. National Historic Sites Service, National and Historic Parks Branch. 1970. 21.5x21cm, various paginations, richly illustrated with photographs, printed wraps, a very good set 400.00

Only a few hundred copies of each issue were produced. The 25 volumes are filled with photographs, designs, archaeological reports, articles about architectural restoration and preservation, museums and displays, plaques, period furnishings and pamphlets about the historic sites of Canada.
4. [ANTARCTIC] - CHRISTENSEN Lars

My Last Expedition to the Antarctic 1936 - 1937. With a review of the research work done on the voyages in 1927 - 1937. A Lecture delivered before the Norwegian Geographical Society, September 22nd, 1937. Oslo. Johan Grundt Tanum. 1938. sq8vo, 23x 18.2cm, 16,p., frontis map & frontis portrait, plus 27 mainly photos & some maps, (on 8 leaves, 5 printed on both sides), light blue stiff wraps with title printed in black on the upper cover, spine hand title, library stamp “Canadian Geographical Society” on the bottom of the title page & repeated on page , cover dust worn else very good, a rare unsigned copy 300.00


Prompted by the success of Amundsen's attainment of the South Pole in 1912, Christensen sailed to the Antarctic to photograph the Antarctic coastal lands discovered by the Norwegians and to lay the foundation for a proper survey. “It is a brief history of the area’s exploration followed by a detailed account of this expedition”. (Conrad.
5. **[ANTARCTIC] - GIBBS, Wolcott**

   Bird Life at the Pole. By Christopher Robin as told to Wolcott Gibbs. New York. William Morrow. 1931. 12mo. 19cm, first edition, 171p., with 9 plates including frontis, illustrated endpapers, black stamped decorated chromo yellow cloth in very good to fine jacket, price sticker on the front endpaper else fine, scarce in jacket

6. [ARCTIC] - ADAM, Leonhard


40.00
7. [ARCTIC]. - BALLANTYNE, R.M.

Ungava. A Tale of Esquimau Land. London. Simpkin, Marshall& Co. Nd. [1920's/30's]. 12mo, . 18.8cm, 367p., frontis illustration, light blue grey original cloth stamped in black and the spine and cover, a fine copy in fine colour illustrations complete jacket, scarce in this condition

50.00

This is the only picture in the world with a wind mill, a thatch roof cottage and a stone arch bridge in Ungava.

Ballantyne drew largely on his own experiences when a clerk in the service of the Hudson's Bay company in the 1840's. However, topographical and other details were checked against Mackenzie's, Voyages from Montreal...

Allan Cooke, when asked how he got interested in the Arctic said, he was on Sherbrooke Street opposite McGill, walking along trying to think what he could do for the summer when, one of his professors yelled to him from across the street, “Allan, how would you like to go to Unganda on a expedition for the summer”. He replied he would. “Good”, he said, “I’ll sign you up, come and see me next Tuesday morning”. However when he got there he was to learn it was Ungava he had said, not Unganda.
8. [ARCTIC] - CUSHING, Richard J.

The Battle of Hudson’s Bay. Boston. The Society for the Propagation of the Faith. 1942. Oblong. 15x22.5cm, 86p., map, illustrations from photographs, illustrated wraps, very good to fine

Religious propaganda created to lure missionaries to the North to save the local Indigenous communities.
9. [ARCTIC] - HANBURY, David T.

Sport and Travel in the Northland of Canada. London. Edward Arnold. 1904. 8vo, 22.5cm. The First Edition, xxxii,319p., with 61 plates and illustrations from photographs, (including 5 coloured plates from paintings), 2 rear folding maps, original dark blue cloth, gilt spine titles, blind stamped Mush-ox illustration borders on the cover, some slight wear on the top spine edge else a very good to fine bright copy 450.00

A.B. 6550. Narrative of the author's travels in the Barren Lands; east from Great Slave Lake to Baker Lake; to Depot Island on Hudson's Bay and into the country north of Chesterfield Inlet; westward along the Arctic coast to the Coppermine River; then upstream to the Dease River and finally the return to Great Bear Lake. The work contains a great deal of information on the Eskimos with whom the author spent some twenty months, 1901-1902. This work has been described as the classic Barren Grounds narrative.
10.  [ARCTIC] - ISACHSEN, Gunnar & Adolf Hoel

Exploration du Nord-Quest du Spitsberg entreprise sous les auspices de S.A.S. le Prince de Monaco par la Mission Isachsen. Fascicule XLI & XLII. Parts 2 & 3. Resultats des Campagnes Scientifiques Accomplies sur son Yacht, par Albert Ier Prince Souverain de Monaco. Imprimerie de Monaco. 1913-1914. folio. 36x29cm, in 2 volumes, printed maps some folding, glassive over stiff wraps, near fine 200.00

AB. 7796 & 7198
11. [ARCTIC] - PUTNAM, David B.


Captain Bob Bartlett was the skipper of the schooner, Morrissey. Bill Hoyt’s bookplate.
12. [ARCTIC] - SETON, Ernest Thompson


150.00

13. [ARCTIC] - THARP, Louise Hall

Company of Adventurers. The Story of The Hudson’s Bay Company. Illustrations by Charles B. Wilson. Boston. Little, Brown and Company. 1946. 20cm, twelfth printing, 301p., mapped endpapers, text illustrations, cloth, small discolouration on upper corner of back panel of jacket, a fine copy in near fine illustrated jacket

A juvenile history of the Hudson’s Bay Company, in illustrated jacket.

45.00
14. ARTIBISE, Alan F.J & Edward H. Dahl

Winnipeg in Maps. Winnipeg par les Cartes. 1816-1972. Ottawa. Public Archives, National Map Collection. 1975. sm. folio. 31.5cm, 80p. with 31 plates, original stiff wraps, top corner is chipped, internally fine, very good

40.00
15. BABCOCK, Louis L.

The War of 1812 on the Niagara Frontier. Buffalo. Buffalo Historical Society, No. XXIX. 1927. 8vo, 23cm, 385p. with 10 maps (inc. 4 folding), frontis & 32 illustrations, dark blue cloth, very good to fine 100.00

Smith 381. Narrative of the entire war in this theater, interlarded* with relevant documents. A comparatively few British soldiers held Upper Canada against potentially over-whelming American conquest. Britain's advantage is attributable to her competent military leaders who acted without amateur advice or political interference.

16. **BARBEAU, Marius**

Cornelius Krieghoff. Pioneer Painter of North America. Toronto Macmillan. 1934. sm4to, 24.5cm, The First Edition, 152p., with 16 colour plates, printed on rag paper, full red cloth, gilt titles on the spine and upper cover, a fine copy in good to very good complete jacket which has some chipping on the edges, colour and print is still true, ~ the paper in the jacket is somewhat brittle and may explain why not many copies survive in a complete jacket

275.00

The story of Krieghoff’s life is related in a lively manner, together with a critical study of the development of his art. This is followed by a chronological list of dated pictures, notes from published and army records, letters and recollections of contemporaries, notes on the family and on Krieghoff’s pictures and books, and a catalogue of works, divided by theme and giving basic citations and commentary for each picture. - Leren & Williamson. 6083.
17. BATES, Walter

Henry Moore Smith. The Mysterious Stranger. Being an Authentic Account of the Numerous Arrests, Remarkable Doings and Wonderful Escapes of the Most Noted Agent who ever Pestered the Authorities of New Brunswick. St. John, N.B. John A. Bowes. 1910. 22cm, first edition 164,[4],p. ads., in the original printed wraps, bottom wrapper chipped, wrinkled but not stained, on fragile paper, very good 45.00

"A contribution to the spate of real or invented life stories of criminals, the book gives a vivid picture of the barbarous condition under which criminals were confined. It was based on fact, for 'the mysterious stranger' was Henry Moon (Henry More Smith), a notorious horse thief who spent some time in the King’s County jail before being pardoned because of insufficient evidence. He then went to the United States where he became involved in other crimes; it is said he may also have been involved in criminal acts in Upper Canada. ...". Story p54.
18. BRADSTREET, [Lt.-Col].

An Impartial Account of Lieut. Colonel Bradstreet's Expedition to Fort Frontenac. To which are added a few reflections on the conduct of that enterprise, and the advantages resulting from its success by a volunteer on the expedition. With historical comment by E.C. Kyte. Toronto. Rous & Mann Ltd. 1940. 21.5cm, 31p. frontis view and a map, printed wraps, near fine 40.00
19.  BRIGHTON, J.G.

Admiral of the Fleet Sir Provo W.P. Wallis, G.C.B., Etc. A Memoir. London. Hutchinson & Co. 1892. 21cm, xiv,299p., frontis portrait, with 13 plates, small private library stamp, rebound in full blue calf, gilt ruled raised bands, gilt decorations in the panels, a very good copy

Wallis was a Royal Navy officer. As a junior officer, following the capture of USS Chesapeake by the frigate HMS Shannon during the War of 1812, the wounding of HMS Shannon's captain and the death of her first lieutenant in the action, he served as the temporary captain of HMS Shannon as she returned to Halifax, Nova Scotia, with Chesapeake. (Wiki)
20. [BROCK] NURSEY, Walter R.

The Story of Isaac Brock. Hero, Defender and Saviour of Upper Canada, 1812. Toronto. William Briggs. 1908. 12mo. 20cm, 181p., plus 22 plate illustrations, including colour frontis portrait & 5 colour plates), appendix, original straight ribbed blue cloth, gilt titles and decorations with colour plate laid down on the upper cover, some light wear, a very good to fine copy


65.00
Life and Times of Major-General Sir Isaac Brock. Toronto. William Briggs. **1894.**

8vo, 22cm, 266p., frontis & 5 illustrations, blue cloth with gilt titles, spine titles faded, else a fine copy

75.00
22. BROWN, L. Carson

28cm, 15p., text illustrations, map, printed wraps, fine

23. BUTTERWORTH, Hezekiah

Zigzag Journeys in Acadia and New France. A Summer's Journey of the Zigzag Club through the historic fields of the early French settlements of America. Fully Illustrated. Boston. Estes and Lauriat. 1885. 8vo. 21x 16cm, the first edition, xiv,320p., with frontis & c.105 plates and illustrations from wood-engravings, illustrated endpapers, colour illustrated lithography paper over boards, in heavily stamped gilt pictorial cloth, a near fine copy 100.00

24. CAMPBELL, Wilfred & T. Mower Martin.

Canada. London. A. & C. Black. 1907. thick8vo, 22cm, The First Edition. xviii, 272p., ads., with colour frontis & 76 full page colour plates, rear folding map, original dark crimson cloth, elaborate gilt and color pictorial decorations, t.e.g, small “surplus” library stamp on rear free fly, spine lightly faded, otherwise a near fine copy 150.00

One of the most attractive publications of the period on Canada - Inman. p237.
25. CANADA, The National Research Council

Air Cushion Vehicles. Their Potential for Canada. (Catalogue No. NRCC 10829). Ottawa. National Research Council of Canada. 1969. 4to. 28.5cm, xxvi,518p., illustrated with photographs, drawings & diagrams, tables, data, appendices, bibliography, glossary, black cloth, gilt titles, internal private library stamps, fine 75.00

A major, in-depth study to ascertain whether Air Cushion Vehicles, such as hovercraft, were feasible for use and manufacture in Canada. All aspects of application were considered including ferries, defence and arctic travel. An appendix consists of Canadian and Great Britain patents relating to the ACV.
26. CANADA

Dominion Housing Act. Architectural Competition. Low-Cost House Designs. Ottawa. King’s Printer. 1936. 28cm, 79p., with text illustrations and about 60 sets of house plans, grey wraps, near fine 40.00
27. COPE, Leila M.

A History of the Village of Port Carling. Bracebridge, Ontario. Herald-Gazette Press. 1956. 23cm, 87p., illustrations (from photographs), printed on pulpy paper, very good to fine 45.00
28. **COTE, N. Omer (Edited).**

   Political Appointments. Parliaments and The Judicial Bench in the Dominion of Canada, 1867 to 1895. Ottawa. Thoburn & Co. Printers and Publishers. **1896.** 8vo. 22cm, xii,468p., extensive index, red cloth, gilt titles, dust worn else a good to very good copy, presentation copy to Henry J. Morgan  

   -- 100.00
29. DORMAN, Robert

A Statutory History of the Steam and Electric Railways of Canada, 1836 - 1937.
With other date relevant to Operation of Department of Transport. Ottawa. Department of Transport. 1938. 25cm, 765p., original blue cloth, gilt titles, free fly clipped, a very good copy 125.00
30. **DRAKE, Benjamin**

The Life and Adventures Of Black Hawk: With Sketches of Keokuk, The Sand and Fox Indians, and the Late Black Hawk War. Cincinnati. Published by E. Morgan. **1850**. 18.5cm, frontis portrait, 7 plates, appendix, index, in the publisher’s stamped brown cloth, gilt spine titles, library call numbers blacked out on the spine, foxed, a good to very good copy

150.00

"7th edition - improved." Points the finger at the white man for contributing to the bad relations with Indians and calls for "a more liberal, upright and benevolent course of policy towards [the Indians]." HOWES D459.
31. **EASTCOTT, Doug (Compiled by)**

The Holroyd Journals: Chronicles of a Park Warden 1919-1947. Np. Privately Printed. [1977]. 27.5cm, 143p., maps, appendix, bibliography, spiral bound, green illustrated wraps, fine 100.00

John Charles (Bo) Holroyd, 1889-1974, was a national park warden and rancher at Waterton Lakes National Park and Twin Butte, Alberta, Canada. Born and raised in Prince Edward Island, Holroyd moved to Pincher Creek, Alberta in 1907. In 1920, following careers in ranching near Pincher Creek and soldiering in France and Belgium, he was appointed to the civil service as a Park warden. He began his twenty-seven year warden career in District #3, Pass Creek, Waterton Lakes National Park. In 1933 he became Supervising Warden of the park and moved to Lower Waterton Lake. He managed the Warden Service in Waterton until his retirement in 1947.
32. ELLIOTT, Bruce S. (Edited with an Introduction by) & Dan Walker

33. [GRAPHIC Publisher]. CARR, Amy

The Swinging Pendulum. Ottawa. Ru-Mi-Lou Books. 1928. 12mo. 18.5cm, 188[2]p., endpapers adapted from Cree bead work designed by Douglas Leechman, blue straight ribbed cloth, gold titles and decorations on the spine and upper cover, lightly bumped at the bottom corner of the front board, inscribed by the author, near fine copy

150.00

Inscribed “To Phylis with love from Amy Carr”
34. GRAVES, Donald E. & Anne E. MacLeod


A very valuable bibliography of Nova Scotian military history from the earliest explorers to the present times with an extensive section on militia units, 1749-1868. Includes a chapter on select titles from New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island.
35. GRAY, James H.

The Winter Years. The Depression on the Prairies. Toronto. Macmillan of Canada. 1966. 23cm, the first edition, 220p., in publisher’s presentation binding, full dark blue morocco, gilt ruled boards, gilt Centennial logo, gilt titles and raised ruled bands, fine

150.00
36. GREEN, Ernes


45.00
37. GREEN, John

Years of the Sasquatch. With: On the Track of the Sasquatch. Agassiz, British Columbia. Cheam Publishing Ltd. 1970 & 1971. 27.5cm, 80&78pp., illustrations from photographs, printed wraps, fine 50.00
38. HOWISON, John

Sketches of Upper Canada, Domestic, Local, and Characteristic: to which are added, Practical Details for The Information of Emigrants of Every Class; and some recollections of the United States of America. Edinburgh & London. Published by Oliver & Boyd. and G. & W.B. Whittaker. 1825. 8vo, 22.3cm, (tall copy), the third edition, 353p., an extraordinary copy in the original publishers binding, paper label, complete with half title, expertly restored, a fine antique copy 500.00

T.P.L. 4870. cf.Lande 458. Sabin 33366. Howes H737. Matthew 490. Morgan p199. Primarily domestic and personal, the sketches were written with the intention of providing the prospective emigrants with new information on conditions in Canada. The author spent two and half years in Upper Canada, touring the province and visiting the Glengarry and Talbot settlements, Kingston, York, Queenstown, Niagara, Chatham, etc... Howison was deeply impressed by the poor social and moral status of British immigrants in contrast with their improved economic condition. Howison also relates his impressions of Montreal, Quebec, New York, and Philadelphia.
39. JACKSON, A.Y.

A Painter’s Country. The Autobiography of A.Y. Jackson. Vancouver & Toronto. Clarke, Irwin & Co. 1958. 4to. 28cm, xv,170p. the first edition, limited to 1000 copies signed by A.Y. Jackson, this being number 762, on hand-made rag paper, with 12 tipped in colour plates, mapped endpapers, bound in quarter red morocco and red cloth boards, in publishers slip-case with colour plate laid down on the upper cover, a fine copy in near fine slipcase

A.Y. Jackson argues that until shortly before World War 1, Canadians were fairly indifferent toward art, an indifference conquered by future members of the Group of Seven though their belief that Canadian painting should reflect Canada, not Europe. Traces the evolution of that idea, the development and dissolution of the Group, and Jackson’s own wanderings across Canada. ... Lerner & Williamson #5918.

550.00
40. [JACKSON]. - GROVES, Naomi Jackson (Edited by)

Young A.Y. Jackson. Lindsay A. Evans’ Memories, 1902-1906. Ottawa. Edahl Productions. 1982. 23x 12cm, first edition, 51p., with 15 illustrations, printed in two colours on light grey strathmore paper, in stiff dark brown wraps with printed and embossed titles on the cover, fine in fine jacket

40.00
41.  [JEFFERYS, C.W.] by Malcolm G. Parks

The Indians of Canada. Drawings by Charles W. Jefferys. Portfolio Number V.
Published by Imperial Oil Limited. n.d. [193?]?. | 31cm, folio, with 7 plates and illustrations
from drawings by C.W. Jeffreys, notes, bibliography, original printed grey wraps, fine

50.00
42. **[JEFFERYS, C.W.] by Malcolm G. Parks**

The Rebellions of 1837 in Upper and Lower Canada. Drawings by Charles W. Jefferys. Portfolio Number III. Published by Imperial Oil Limited. n.d. [193?] 31cm, folio, with 8 plates and illustrations from drawings by C.W. Jeffreys, notes, bibliography, original printed grey wraps, fine 50.00
43. KING, William Lyon Mackenzie

Industry and Humanity. A Study in the Principles Underlying Industrial Reconstruction. Toronto. Thomas Allen. 1918. 21cm, first edition, xx, 567p., appendix with 10 charts (3 folding), index, original green cloth, gilt titles, a near fine copy

50.00
44. **LEFEBVRE, Germain**

Pellan. Toronto. McClelland and Stewart. 1973. folio. 32cm, 159p. with 129 plates & illustrations (many in colour), full linen, boxed, a fine copy 50.00

Lerner & Williams 6818. "In the first section of this study of Pellan's life and work, Lefebvre analyses the artist's life and career in Canada and Paris; his concern with flowers, plants and gardens; his experimentation with different media; and his character. In the second section the author focuses on the evolution of Pellan's work in thematic, stylistic, and technical terms. The volume concludes with a list of solo and important group exhibitions, and of collections, prizes and honours, works for the theatre, murals".
45. LOSSING, Benson J.

The Pictorial Field-Book of the War of 1812 or Illustrations, by Pen and Pencil, of the History, Biography, Scenery, Relics and Traditions of the Last War for American Independence. With several hundred engravings on wood, by Lossing and Barritt, chiefly from original sketches by the authors. New York. Harper & Brothers, Publishers. **1896.** sm4to, 25.5cm, 1084p., several hundreds illustrations, dark blue cloth, gilt block spine titles, a fine copy

First published in 1869, this issue has the same pagination. Howes 478. Smith 112. "... A detailed account in text, illustration, and documentation of American history from the close of the Revolution to the end of the War of 1812". 400.00
46. LUCAS, C.P.

The Canadian War of 1812. Oxford, at the Clarendon Press. 1906. 22cm, first edition, 269p. with 8 maps (including 5 folding), reproductions of contemporary maps, in the original maroon linen, a fine copy, scarce

200.00

The maps were reproduced from "Military and Topographical Atlas of the United States including the British Possessions and Florida', by John Melish, Philadelphia, 1813.
47. MacDONALD, John A(lexander)


100.00

The appendix includes: The Booker Investigation - Result of the Finding of the Court of Inquiry Regarding the Cause and the Retreat at Ridgeway; Report of the Charges Made Against Lieut-Col Dennis, Regarding his Conduct During the Fight at Fort Erie, with the Opinion Delivered by the Court of Inquiry who Investigated His Case. pp.197-255.

MacDonald, John Alexander, 1846-1922, Captain in the Ottawa and Carleton Rifles, took part in both incidents. - He was a journalist and civil servant, and saw active service during the Fenian raid of 1866. He was a journalist later in Arnprior, Ontario, and during his later years was a clerk in the Bureau of Archives, at Toronto. Wallace. DCB. Rodenizer p659. See Story p250.
48. **McGREGOR, John**

British America. Edinburgh & London. William Blackwood. *1832*. 8vo. 21.5cm, The First Edition, in 2 volumes, xxii,484 & xiv,[1],605pp., with 9 engraved maps, (3 folding), in contemporary half calf, wide gilt and blind ruled raised bands, gilt border decorations and gilt flora decorations in the panels, dark brown crushed morocco labels, gilt titles, marbled boards and edges, some transfer on the maps, attractive antique binding

750.00

T.P.L. 1721. Lande 587. Sabin 4380. The first volume deals at length with Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, and the Maritime Provinces, the second with Lower and Upper Canada. Includes also much on the fur trade, the North West, and the Hudson’s Bay Company. The author came to Canada at an early age and lived in Prince Edward Island where he became a member of the Assembly and travelled widely in North America. A voluminous writer on history, statistics, and matters relating to trade, and latterly Member of Parliament for Glasgow, MacGregor’s career ended oddly when a bank with which he was associated went under. He absconded to France and died in Boulogne in 1857. His biographer in the DNB describes him as ‘a vigorous writer and a clear thinker’.
49. **MacTAGGART, John**

*Three Years in Canada: An Account of the Actual State of the Country in 1826-7-8. Comprehending its Resources, Productions, Improvements, and Capabilities; and including Sketches of the State of Society, advice to emigrants, &c.* London. Henry Colburn. **1829.** 20cm, the first edition, in 2 volumes, xi,347 & vii,[1],340 pp., half title in volume two, in quarter antique style brown calf, gilt ruled raised bands, double crushed black morocco labels, gilt decorations in the panels, marbled boards, there are early ink stain splatters on the top edge of both volumes, otherwise fine sound condition

1,100.00

T.P.L. 1500. Lande 592. Sabin 43665. MacTaggart was clerk of works for the building of the Rideau Canal. The text includes his account of the clearing of 160 miles of wilderness from the Ottawa River to Lake Ontario and much on navigation. ~ Born in the parish of Borgue in Kirkcudbright Scotland in 1791 - a son of a peasant. At 25 years of age, in 1816, he wrote and published the "Scottish Gallovidian Encyclopedia"; described as "an astonishing collection of Gallaway words, phrases and customs". H.V. Morton "In Scotland Again" says "It is the real thing, straight from the byre and the furrow, a book that could have been written only by an inspired peasant in whose heart burned, not only great love for his people, but also an acute detached consciousness of their manifold peculiarities". In it he libeled the daughter of a local laird who threatened legal action and in order to avoid proceedings, all available copies were destroyed.

In 1825 he came to Canada where he stayed three years - lost his position under By because of intemperance and returned to Scotland in 1828 and died in 1830 at age of 39. - H.V. Morton. Author of "In Scotland Again"

John MacTaggart was a road builder, surveyor, Clerk of the Works on the Rideau Canal, or, as he put it, "Rummagen General of the Continental Water Communications." Surveying for the Rideau, through bush and swamp, MacTaggart was seized by the vision of this work as - part of a "Grand Canadian Canal" from Quebec to Lake Superior. From thence, "with little trouble they could pass through a notch of the Rockies," and go down Cook's Inlet, to Nootka. Prophetically the Scottish engineer, dream-ed of "stages from London round the world." Meanwhile, camping in a wigwam shanty with hemlock boughs, by the side of Dow's swamp, with a fire of dry cedar bark, MacTaggart and his party groped out the course of the Rideau Canal, living on pork roasted on wooden prongs, plenty of tea and bread, and weak grog. He envisaged a Canadian encyclopedia, which would include "Furrology" and "Stumpology." He envisaged also distilling maple syrup to "drive Yankee whisky into the lakes." Vision, anecdote, geologic detail, and a rag-bags of prejudices and enthusiasms made up Three Years in Canada. In Quebec, "fashionable young fellows follow a good deal the manners of the Americans – drink gin sling, sangaree and lemonade, smoke segars, and in the morning take bitters, cocktail, and soda-water." Ladies in Lower Canada were pretentious: "too great a profusion of flounces, feathers, and ruffles; few good-looking; the climate robs their complexions." The habitants seemed "kind, thoughtless, right-hearted". (Waterston p47).
50. [METHODIST CHURCH, CANADA]

Souvenir Programme. 3rd International Convention of the Epworth League held in Toronto, Canada July 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th, 1897. Toronto. Methodist Book and Publishing House. 1897. 20cm, 147,(17)pp., many illustrations, music, ads, quarter red cloth backed illustrated paper covered boards, covers & edges rubbed, a very good copy

50.00

The Epworth League was organized in 1889 in Cleveland, Ohio, by the amalgamation of five Methodist Young People's Societies. Membership in 1897 was 1,600,000. The program includes biographies of prominent participants, hymn music, and Toronto views.
51. MONDELET, Charles

Letters on Elementary and Practical Education. To which is added a French translation. Montreal. Printed and Published by John James Williams. 1841. 8vo, 24cm, 55,60,iv)p., (with separate title page), wanting the upper wrap, corners turned down, dust worn, author's unsigned presentation copy, good to very good 100.00

TPL 2473.
52. NOVA SCOTIA Historical Society.

A Lot...... Report and Collections of the Nova Scotia Historical Society, for the Year 1878, Volume 2,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,18,19,20,21,22,24,26,32,33,34,35,&37). Halifax. 1879-1966. 8vo. 23cm, in 35 volumes, bound in grey paper over boards and later printed stiff wraps, in various states and bindings, a lot

200.00
53. OSBORN, Minott A., Camper No. 643 (Edited by)

Camp Dudley. The Story of the First Fifty Years. New York. Huntingdon Press. 1934. 25.5cm, 230p., frontispiece, 35 plates and illustrations, appendix, illustrated endpapers, brown cloth with gilt titles and decorations on the upper cover, a bit soiled, a very good copy 100.00

Warmly inscribed by H.C. Beckman, who wrote chapters two and three.
54. [OTTAWA] EDMOND, Martha

55. [OTTAWA] GATES, Morris Colonel (Chairman)

408 Squadron RCAF. The Rockcliffe Years 1949-1964. Ottawa. 408 (Goose) Squadron Ottawa Group. 2014. 24cm, xxi,606p., mapped endpapers, hundreds of illustrations, maps, index, black cloth, fine in fine jacket 100.00

Signed by 8 of the 9 contributors on the title page. (The ninth was deceased at time of publication)
56. [OTTAWA]. NEWTON, Michael


150.00

The manuscript report series is printed in a limited number of copies and is intended for internal use...
Voter’s List, 1926 of the Municipality of the Township of Harley. Electoral District of Temiskaming. This List Was Posted Up In The Clerk’s Office On Thursday, August 26th A.D. 1926. Np. Speaker Print. 1926. 22cm, 16p., in printed wraps, a bit chipped at the corners, very good 50.00
58. [OTTAWA] WHITTON, Charlotte

59. **PANKO, Andrew and Peter Bowen**

Steam in Niagara. Fonthill, Ontario. NiagaRail Publications. 1983. 27.5cm, 112p., hundreds of illustrations, green cloth, fine in fine illustrated jacket 65.00
60. [PHOTOGRAPH]

“The Square” Renfrew 1921. Renfrew, Ontario. Np. 1921. Oblong, 8.75 x 29.5cm, (c.3.5” x 11.5/8”), matted, very good condition

50.00
61. PRINGLE, Gertrude

*Etiquette in Canada. The Blue Book of Canadian Social Usage.* Toronto. McClelland and Stewart, Limited. 1932. 23cm, 447p., frontispiece, 3 plates, index, fine grain blue cloth with gilt titles, small tear at the top of spine, else a fine copy in torn jacket 75.00
62. QUAIFE, Milo Milton (Edited by)

War on the Detroit. The Chronicles of Thomas Vercheres de Boucherville and The Capitulation by an Ohio Volunteer. Chicago. The Lakeside Press. 1940. xxvi, 347p., frontispiece, 2 maps (one folding), index, wine cloth with gilt titles, a fine copy

45.00
63. QUINTE, Ontario.

Pioneer Life on the Bay of Quinte. With a new introduction by William F.E. Morley. Belleville, Ontario. Mika Silk Screening. 1972., thick sm4to, 25.5cm, first edition thus, 1005p., family history, genealogy index, green cloth with gilt titles, a fine copy

150.00

This extensive work is comprised of histories and genealogies of about 325 families, and includes biographical sketches and full-page portraits of a great many individuals as well.
64. READ, D.B.

The Life and Times of Gen. John Graves Simcoe, Commander of the "Queen's Rangers" during the Revolutionary War, and first Governor of Upper Canada, together with Some Account of Major Andre and Capt. Brant. Toronto. George Virtue. 1890. 21cm, first edition, xiv,305p. with 10 plates and portraits from original blind stamped brown cloth, gilt titles, a fine bright copy 150.00
65. RIDDELL, William Renwick

Michigan Under British Rule. Law and Law Courts 1760-1796. Lansing. Michigan Historical Commission. 1926. 23cm, 493p., frontis portrait (author), notes, index, dark blue cloth, gilt spine titles, private library bookplate with a withdraw stamp, very good to fine

The Michigan Territory came under British rule following the end of the Seven Years’ War and by the Quebec Act of 1774 came into the Province of Quebec. The judiciary of Michigan came under both English Common Law and French Canadian Civil Law hence the author has included a detailed chapter on the Prerogative Court. The book includes numerous case studies of the Courts of Common Pleas, Civil, and Criminal. Eminent Canadian jurist and historian, William Renwick Riddell (1852-1945) was a judge of the Supreme Court of Ontario from 1925 to 1945.

75.00
66. ROBERTSON, Marion


65.00

A study of the petroglyphs cut in the rocks at Lake Kejimkoojik and along the Medway River in the woodlands of Nova Scotia. George Creed, the postmaster at South Rawdon, traced the etchings in the 1880's.
67. **SCADDING, Henry & J. George Hodgins**

Jubilee of the Diocese of Toronto, 1839 to 1889. - Record of the Proceedings Connected with the Celebration of the Jubilee. November 21st to the 28th, 1889, Inclusive. Toronto. Jubilee Committee, The Diocese of Toronto, **1890**. 8vo, 21.5cm, first edition, 224p., (index), original cloth, gilt spine and cover titles, a very good to fine copy

50.00
68. [SCHOLEFIELD, E.O.S.].

British Columbia. From the Earliest Times to the Present. BIOGRAPHICAL. Volume III. Vancouver, Portland... The S.J. Clarke Publishing. 1914. thick 4to. 26cm, Volume 3 only (complete in itself), 1161p., including 100's of portrait plates, half brown morocco back green pebbled cloth bards, raised bands, gilt titles, patterned endpapers, inner linen hinges, t.e.g., some wear at the edges but a very good to fine sound copy

150.00
69. SENIOR, Elinor Kyte

Redcoats and Patriots. The Rebellions in Lower Canada, 1837-38. Canadian War Museum, Historical Publication No. 20. Stittsville. Canada's Wings, Inc. 1985. 4to. 28cm, 218p. numerous maps and illustrations, plates, bibliography, black cloth, fine in fine jacket

100.00
Twenty-Seven Years in Canada West; or, The Experience of an Early Settler. Edited by Agnes Strickland. London. Richard Bentley. **1853.** 19cm, the first edition, 2 volumes in One, 1xix,311 & viii, 344pp., in the original elaborated blind decorated blue cloth, gilt spine titles, borders and decorations, expertly restored, fine condition **600.00**


Lande 2235. T.P.L. 3213. Sabin 92810. The author was the brother of Susanna Moodie and C.P. Traill. He came in 1825 and settled first at the Otonabee settlement. Employed by the Canada Company he was connected with the early settlements of Guelph and Goderich. This autobiography gives a detailed account of life in Upper Canada and of the Indians and their ways. - Morris. 'Gentle Pioneers' p213. A work which was to be one of the most authoritative documents on pioneering yet written.
71. TASSÉ, Joseph

The French Question. Montreal. Imprimerie Générale. 1888. 8vo, 22.5cm, 87p., original printed wraps with title repeated in frame border, spine bit frayed otherwise very good to fine 75.00

Casey II-1210. Not in Gagnon.
72. **TORONTO SKATING CLUB**

Toronto Skating Club 1940. Thirty-Third Annual Carnival. [Toronto.] Toronto Skating Club. 1940. 30.5cm, no pagination, richly illustrated with some colour, illustrated colour wraps, very good to fine 40.00

Filled with local ads from Eaton’s, Birks-Ellis, Ryerie Jewellers, Jaeger House, and more.
73. WILLAN, Healey (music), Louvigny de Montigny (libretto), J. Murray Gibbon (English translation)

L'Ordre de Bon-Temps (The Order of Good Cheer). Ballad Opera based on French Canadian Folk Songs. Oakville. The Frederick Harris Co. (1928). 26cm, 36p., piano & vocal score, original printed wraps bound in library stiff dark blue fabrikoid, gilt title on front, front hinge taped, rear hinge partially cracked, some annotating in pencil, very good. Text in French & English.

The piano score and libretto for an opera based on the society of good cheer founded by Champlain at Port Royal in 1606. The character parts are Lescarbot, Biencourt, and Champlain. Based on Canadian folk-songs, some of the music was collected by Marius Barbeau.

45.00
74. WILLIAMS Edward T.

Scenic and Historic Niagara Falls. River, Rapids, Whirlpool and Frontier. Niagara Falls, New York. Privately printed. 1925. 8vo. 23cm, 168p., with c.150 plates and illustrations, quarter black cloth backed green illustrated card wraps, some dust wear on the upper cover but a very good to fine copy

50.00

"Written and Compiled by a Native, the Son of Natives and the Grandson of Pioneers, Edward S. Williams, City Treasurer of Niagara Falls, N.Y. ..the greatest collection of regional
75. WILLOUGHBY, Gerald

Retracing The Old Trail. Saskatoon: Saskatoon Star-Phoenix [1933]. 20cm, 83p., illustrated title page, portrait of the author, printed wraps, very good  65.00

Peel 5741. Describes pioneer days in the Temperance Colony at Saskatoon.
76. WILSON, Ian

Steam In Northern Ontario. CNR operations from Toronto to Lake Superior in the 1950s. Orillia, Ontario. Canadian Branchline Miniatures. 2006. 29cm, 192p., hundreds of illustrations, black cloth, fine in fine jacket 75.00
77. WILSON, Neill C. (Edited by) (fix bookplate)

Deep Roots. The history of Blake, Moffitt & Towne, pioneers in paper since 1855. With Decorations by Mallette Dean. San Francisco. Privately Printed. 1955. 25.5cm, 112p., decorated endpapers, illustrations from photographs, wood engravings, index, fine cloth with gilt titles, very faint stain along the lower edge of the front board, a very good sound copy

50.00

Includes a gifting letter from A.W. Towne. Includes a chapter on the company’s time in British Columbia.
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